
Wednesday Thoughts  
 

 
 

 
We all love stories and one that is known by nearly everyone – of faith or of no faith - is The Good Samaritan (NRSV Luke 
10: 25-28)   
  
At the present time of restricted movement what amazing stories are we able to share with one another by telephone or 
email about todays’ very Good Samaritans – at this time we are literally surrounded by them!  This week may we 
concentrate on some of the unknown and quite often unseen Samaritans that we tend to take for granted – the bin men 
and bin ladies too! 
  
Hot or cold, dry or wet, no matter the elements they regularly remove our rubbish and by doing so ensure our homes are 
clear of discarded waste.  In most counties today, in addition to the normal bin we are provided with a small bin for 

perishable stuff like orange peel, banana skins and left-over foods. This 
single collector arrives first with a large red container on wheels and 
empties that small bin.  Later you hear the sound of an approaching 
lorry and a team of three or four people who tip the contents of our big 
bin into the back of the lorry.  And the driver plays his part too as he 
moves forward at a slow pace to allow this repeated action – hour after 
hour until the lorry is at full capacity.  
  
Let’s stop to think if these often looked-down-upon and taken for 
granted individuals were not there.  In less time than it takes to tell our 
gardens, back yards and streets would be overflowing with stinking 
garbage; we’d all be overrun with rats and other pests like flies and that 
could easily result in an outbreak of another death-dealing plague like 
the current coronavirus. 
  

When we clap our hands as we do each Thursday right now may we give a few more hands together for our bin people – 
their contribution towards a disease-free environment is of paramount importance. 
  
The Good Samaritan showed care for a total stranger – we know it is their job, but right now aren’t these people doing the 
same for us? 
  
Blessings to everyone 
 


